
11 Jan. 2012, 20h00  
"Anamateur & Pros" @ "Petite Fleur"  
 
"Petite Fleur" (in Chalandri) welcomes for the first time Anamateur & Pros. Songs from 
Anamateur's "One doubt arose in the mind of a noble vigilante", that will have its première at 
the end of the month, will be included in the repertoire, along with familiar standards by Fats 
Waller, Duke Ellington and Cole Porter. Pros: Dimitris Karayiannis on tenor sax and clarinet, 
Stamatis Stamatakis on bass and Jim "baby" Klonis on drums. Guest Pro from Thessaloniki: 
Yiannis Oikonomidis on trumpet.  
Address: 2 Aghios Nikolaos Square, Chalandri, Athens; tel. (+30) 210-6814825. Free entrance. 

 

28, 29 Jan. 2012, 4, 5, 11, 12 Feb. 2012, 20h00  
"One doubt arose in the mind of a Noble Vigilante" @ "Booze Cooperativa"  
 
The first jazz musical of Anamateur in Athens - at last! The Noble Vigilante and his gang's 
hideout will be the legendary "Booze Cooperativa" during three consecutive week-ends.  
Address: 57 Kolokotroni str., Athens, 10560; 
reserv.: (+30) 210 3240944 (11h00-17h00), (+30) 
6976 258452 (17h-21h00). Entrance: 12 euros. 

PRESS RELEASE: 

In a small society suffering a big crisis, the new 
controversial talk of the day is about an unknown 
man who appropriately punishes the ones who 
manage to escape the punishment they deserve 
by the Law: corrupted deputies, mischievous 
journalists etc. "Noble Vigilante" is how he is 
called - and not by chance: you see, all of his 
unfortunate victims are humiliated in front of 
people's eyes in such a terrible, yet entertaining 
sort of way, that he is considered by many not as 
a common terrorist, but as a great artist indeed! 
One day though, something strange happens in 
his life. Love! At first sight! And promising as it 
seems... She is an artist, a true painter, 
furthermore beautiful and talented, who cannot resist for long to this strange charmer, as badly 
as she tries to. Before they even realize it, they find themselves living together in a situation that 
would reach the absolute perfection. If only he could reveal to her his precious secret... 



"One doubt arose in the mind of a noble vigilante" is a musical-theatrical play meant to be 
performed exclusively by jazz musicians. It is the first part of the musical tetralogy "Anamateur 
conquering his most desired Peace", which is written by jazz entertainer Georgios T. Anamateros 
(alias Anamateur). Main characteristics of the tetralogy is that while the aesthetics of a jazz 
concert remain, the musicians turn themselves into actors as well and narrate in a way 
reminding ancient Greek drama and early silent movies, four dark love stories. The first story of 
this tetralogy was presented in Lisbon in 2009 and now it will be presented in Athens, with 
Anamateur himself as the Noble Vigilante, Margarita Souvleri as the inspired painter, Dimitris 
Karayiannis, Vaggelis Paraskevaides, Manos Loutas and Dimitris Klonis as the (jazz) Chorus, 
Maria Katsipataki as a tap-dancing Deus-ex-Machina and Fanis Katehos as the narrator. 
Anamateur's co-director is Maria Katsipataki, Vassilis Avrantinis is the sound and light engineer. 
If you want to know what is the doubt that arose in the mind of the noble vigilante, you just have 
to visit "Booze Cooperativa" (57 Kolokotronis str., Athens), on 28, 29 January, 4, 5, 11, 12 
February, around 20h00! 

 

20 Jan. 2012, 22h00 
Dr. Bellos invites Anamateur @ "Fabrica de Vino"  
 
Sponsored by "Bunnies Enterprises Ltd"... Featuring promising miss Irinna Kera (vocals).  
Address: 3 Emmanuel Benaki str., Athens; tel: (+30) 2103214148, (+30) 6944621992. Free 
entrance. 

 

3 Feb. 2012, 22h00 
Dr. Bellos invites Anamateur @ "Fabrica de Vino"  
 
Sponsored (once more) by "Bunnies Enterprises Ltd"... Featuring Manos Loutas (cb).  
Address: 3 Emmanuel Benaki str., Athens, tel: (+30) 2103214148, (+30) 6944621992. Free 
entrance. 

 
 

15, 18, 22 Feb. 2012, 20h00  
"One doubt arose in the mind of a Noble Vigilante" @ "Booze Cooperativa"  
 
Three extra shows for the Noble Vigilante and his gang!  
Address: 57 Kolokotroni str., Athens, 10560; reserv.: (+30) 210 3240944 (11h00-17h00), (+30) 
6976 258452 (17h-21h00). Entrance: 12 euros. 

 



11 March 2012, 20h30  
Dr. Bellos invites Anamateur @ "Jazz Art"  
 
The collaboration between fabulous Sera 
Bellos and Anamateur continues. Special 
guest: Giorgos Nazos (g). Sponsored (as 
always) by "Bunnies Enterprises Ltd".  
Address: 87 Kallisthenous str., Merkouri 
Square, Ano Petralona, Athens; tel. (+30) 210 
3464916, (+30) 6986 516628. Free entrance.  

 
 

16 March 2012, 22h00  
Priamos Morakis invites Anamateur @ "Orfeu Negro"  
 
It will be Anamateur's first alongside the distinguished guitarist. Featuring Dinos Manos (cb)!  
Address: 36 Paramythias and 49 Mykalis str., Kerameikos, Athens; tel: (+30) 6947 687495. 
Entrance: 5 euros. 

 

30 March 2012, 18h15 (GR)  
"Anamateur & Pros" @ NET  
 
"Anamateur & Pros'" TV debut... The host will be mrs. Liliana Avrushin in her daily culture 
magazine "Point ART" of the Greek National TV. The repertoire will include songs from 
Anamateur's "One doubt arose in the mind of a noble vigilante". Anamateur's accomplices will 
be Tamuz Nissim (voc), Dimitris Karayiannis (cl, tsax), Manos Loutas (b) and Jim "baby" Klonis 
(dr).  

 
30 March 2012, 22h00  
Priamos Morakis invites Anamateur @ "Orfeu Negro"  
 
At a certain moment in the night, the big dilemma for the audience will undoubtedly be: 
"Lessons for aspiring nobili vigilanti" or (the brand new) "Lessons for aspiring volgari vigilanti"? 
In this second thrilling meeting with Priamos Morakis (g), Anamateur meets another great Pro of 
the Greek jazz scene: Periklis Trivolis (cb).  
Address: 36 Paramythias 36 and 49 Mykalis str., Kerameikos, Athens; tel: (+30) 6947 687495. 
Entrance: 5 euros. 



8 April 2012, 21h00  
Dr. Bellos invites Anamateur @ "Jazz Art"  
 
Anamateur has a feeling that this meeting with fabulous Dr. Bellos will be the last before a 
longtime break. You see, though Dr. Bellos says he leaves for N.Y. for a couple of days only, 
Anamateur isn't quite sure that N.Y. jazzmen and "Bunnies Enterprises Ltd." will allow him to 
come back very soon... But this is not the only reason why this gig is especially recommended to 
you: Leonidas Sarantopoulos will be a special guest!  
Address: 87 Kallisthenous str., Merkouri Square, Ano Petralona, Athens; tel. (+30) 210 3464916, 
(+30) 6986 516628. Free entrance. 

 

20 April 2012, 22h00  
Priamos Morakis invites Anamateur @ "Orfeu Negro"  
 
Now here comes the big question: will Anamateur have his new song "The secret of success of a 
Peace Conqueror" ready by Friday? In any case, it will be another thrilling meeting with Priamos 
Morakis (g) in the usual place. Featuring mr. Dinos Manos (cb)! 
Address: 36 Paramythias and 49 Mykalis str., Kerameikos, Athens; tel: (+30) 6947 687495. 
Entrance: 5 euros. 

 

28 April 2012, 21h00  
Tamuz & Anamateur sing & play Cole Porter @ 
"Booze Cooperativa"  
 
Tamuz Nissim (voc, p) and Anamateur (p, voc), both 
songwriters and performers, present a special tribute 
to their beloved Cole Porter. The repertoire, apart 
familiar obsessive melodies ("I concentrate on you", 
"All of you", "Night and day"), will also include some 
unfamiliar ones ("Do I love you?", "Be like the 
bluebird")...  

A dream team of accomplices will accompany: 
Giorgos Nazos (g, tp), Periklis Trivolis (cb) and Sera 
Bellos (dr). 
 

Address: 57 Kolokotroni Str., Athens; tel. (+30) 210-
3240944. Entrance: 5 euros. 

  



5 May 2012, 22h00  
Priamos Morakis invites Anamateur @ "Orfeu Negro"  
 
Another thrilling meeting with Priamos Morakis (g) and Periklis Trivolis (cb) in the usual place! 
It's the day before Greek elections, so if you are Greek and you are tempted to vote again for 
someone you shouldn't, come for this reason too: the repertoire will include "Lessons 
(encouraging) for aspiring nobili vigilanti", "Lessons (discouraging) for aspiring volgari vigilanti" 
and... "The manifesto of an aspiring enlightened tyrant"! After the concert, you will be 
encouraged to decide better!  
Address: 36 Paramythias and 49 Mykalis str., Kerameikos, Athens; tel: (+30) 6947 687495. 
Entrance: 5 euros. 

 

10 May 2012, 22h00  
Tamuz & Anamateur sing & play Cole Porter @ "Half Note"  
 
Tamuz & Anamateur Quintet, after the successful première in "Booze", bring their Cole Porter 
tribute to the legendary "Half Note Jazz Club"!  
Address: 17 Trivonianou str., 11636, Athens; tel: (+30) 210 9213360. Entrance: 15 euros, 10 
euros (stud.).  
 
PRESS RELEASE: Tamuz Nissim (voc, p) and Anamateur (p, voc), both songwriters and 
performers, present a special tribute to their beloved Cole Porter. The repertoire, apart familiar 
obsessive melodies ("I concentrate on you", "All of you", "Night and day"), will also include some 
unfamiliar ones ("Do I love you?", "Be like the bluebird")... A dream team of accomplices will 
accompany: Giorgos Nazos (g, tp), Periklis Trivolis (cb) and Sera Bellos (dr). 

 

16 May 2012, 20h30  
Tamuz & Anamateur sing & play Cole Porter @ "Petite Fleur"  
After the successful concerts in "Booze Cooperativa" and "Half Note", Tamuz and Anamateur 
will sing and play in duo at the city's sweetest jazz bar...  
Address: 2 Aghios Nikolaos Square, Chalandri, Athens; tel. (+30) 210-6814825. Free entrance. 

 
PRESS RELEASE: 
Tamuz Nissim (voc, p) and Anamateur (p, voc), both songwriters and performers, present a 
special tribute to their beloved Cole Porter. The repertoire, apart familiar obsessive melodies ("I 
concentrate on you", "All of you", "Night and day"), will also include some unfamiliar ones ("Do I 
love you?", "Be like the bluebird")...  
 



15 June 2012, 21h30  
Dr. Bellos invites Anamateur @ "Jazz Art" 
 
Dr. Bellos knows very well that no Greek elections can take place without Anamateur giving a 
concert first. So here we go again: intimidated Greek voters who tend to vote for someone they 
don't want to, are strongly advised to join the concert. Apart usual standards, "Lessons for 
aspiring vigilanti" and "Manifesto of an aspiring enlightened tyrant" will surely be included in the 
repertoire! Plus: Giorgos Nazos will be a special guest and that's why Anamateur will play on 
hammond!  
Address: 87 Kallisthenous str., Merkouri Square, Ano Petralona, Athens; tel. (+30) 210 3464916, 
(+30) 6986 516628. Free entrance. 

 
21 June 2012, 21h00  
Anamateur & Pros feat. Tamuz Nissim sing and play... Anamateur @ World-Jazz Music Festival 
2012 "Lofos Strefi" 

This new jazz festival will make part of the 13th (Greek) Music Day. Tamuz Nissim (voc), Stamatis 
Stamatakis (b) and Jim "baby" Klonis (dr) will join Anamateur, playing along with him a couple of 
his songs! The audience will be intrigued to hear such classics as "So... my lover is a warrior! And 
he is wounded...", "The Noble Vigilante Theme" and of course "Warning song for a lovesick 
friend - and his reply..." (Jim baby will sing)...  
Address: Strefi Hill, Exarcheia, Athens. Free entrance. 

 
12 July 2012, 21h00  
Dr. Bellos invites Tamuz & Anamateur @ "Wine Point" 

Dr. Bellos did it again! Last Sunday's gig at "Palio Radiophono" will be repeated at the end of the 
same street ("Winepoint" is a lovely wine cellar), with the same team (George Kostopoulos on 
bass) plus: Tamuz Nissim! The repertoire will therefore not only include Fats Waller and Cole 
Porter rarities "Lonesome me" and "Be like the bluebird" plus Anamateur's own little songs, but 
also Tamuz's equally intriguing originals!  
Address: 2 Ath. Diakou & Porinou str., Athens; tel. (+30) 210 9227050. Free entrance. 

 
8 July 2012, 21h30  
Dr. Bellos invites Anamateur @ "Palio Radiophono" 

Will "Credo d'une artiste avant-garde sans inspiration" be ready until Sunday? Only a few bars 
are left! In any case it will be another thrilling meeting of Anamateur with marvelous Dr. Bellos. 
And with a special guest coming straight from NY: Bassist George Kostopoulos! 
Address: 12 Ath. Diakou str., Makriyanni, Athens; tel. (+30) 210 9237022. Free entrance. 



13 July 2012, 22h00  
Tamuz & Anamateur sing and play Cole Porter @ "The Party" bar 

After their highly successful appearances at the "Half Note" and "Booze", Tamuz & Anamateur 
Quintet present their Cole Porter tribute at the "Party"!  
Address: 31 Karaiskaki str., Psyrri, Athens; tel. (+30) 210 322 1251. Free entrance.  

PRESS RELEASE:  
Tamuz Nissim (voc, p) and Anamateur (p, voc), both songwriters and performers, present a 
special tribute to their beloved Cole Porter. The repertoire, apart familiar obsessive melodies ("I 
concentrate on you", "All of you", "Night and day"), will also include some unfamiliar ones ("Do I 
love you?", "Be like the bluebird")... A dream team of accomplices will accompany: Giorgos 
Nazos (g, tp), George Kostopoulos (cb) and Christos Konstantinides (dr). 

 

18 July 2012, 20h30  
Anamateur & Pros feat. Tamuz Nissim sing & play... Anamateur @ "Petite Fleur"  
 
Passage from Nikos Fotakis' place will coincide this time with a first: the repertoire will include 
exclusively all songs Anamateur has written until now, including newborn babies "The secret of 
success of a Peace Conqueror", "Credo 
d'une artiste avant-garde sans 
inspiration", "Credo d'une artiste avant-
garde inspirée", as well as some classics, 
in a slightly improved version: "Warning 
song for a lovesick friend - and his reply..." 
and "Lessons for aspiring nobili vigilanti". 
And... yes, of course there will be "I love 
my Pirulita"! Anamateur's accomplices will 
be Tamuz Nissim (voc, p), Stamatis 
Stamatakis (cb), Jim "Baby" Klonis (dr) 
(who will be forced to sing) and - this is a first! - Dimitris Pantelias (tsax, bsax)!  
Address: 2 Aghios Nikolaos Square, Chalandri, Athens; tel. (+30) 210-6814825. Free entrance. 

 

19 July 2012, 21h00  
Tamuz & Anamateur Quintet @ the atrium of the Numismatic Museum 
 

For those who don't know it yet, every Thursday summer night, there is a live jazz concert at the 
beautiful atrium of the "Numismatic Museum"! Tamuz & Anamateur will surely participate and 
for this occasion the duet will not be limited performing Cole Porter songs. The accomplices will 
be Giorgos Nazos (g, tp), Stamatis Stamatakis (cb) and Jim "baby" Klonis (dr). 
Address: 12 Panepistimiou (El. Venizelou) str., Athens. Free entrance. 



28 July 2012, 23h00  
Marta Hugon & Anamateur sing & play... Anamateur @ "Duetos da Sé"  
 
Three years after the avant-première of "One doubt arose in the mind of a noble vigilante" in 
"Guilherme Cossoul", Marta Hugon reunites with Anamateur, in order to sing again with him his 
songs, in duet, at Lála Bros' new - appropriate - place. The repertoire will include songs that 
were not born back in 2009, such as "Breakthrough of a bourgeoise girl", "Manifesto of an 
aspiring enlightened tyrant" and "The secret of success of a Peace Conqueror". Of course the 
Portuguese audience will pay new attention to some of the older songs, that seem now to be 
more well-timed than ever before (not only for the case of Greece): "Lessons for aspiring nobili 
vigilanti", "So... My lover is a warrior! and he is wounded", "Redempting blues for a lovesick 
warrior"...  
Address: Travessa do Almargem, no 1 - B-C, Lisbon, Portugal; tel: (+351) 218850041. Entrance: 5 
euros. 

 

26 August 2012, 22h30  
Tamuz & Anamateur + Nazos @ "Pirate Bar"  
 
Anamateur returns to the island of Paros, one year after the sunstroke he had there, in order to 
do vacations with good friends, to finish an engineering job (interrupted by last year's 
sunstroke...) and to meet this year's jazz conquerors of the island: Tamuz Nissim and George 
Nazos! 
Address: Old town of Parikia, Paros; tel: +30 6979 194074. Free entrance. 

 

22 September 2012, 21h30  
Bellos-Sideris-Anamateur @ "Palio Radiophono" 

In their first rendez-vous for the new season, Dr. Bellos and Anamateur will meet a very special 
guest: Bassist Apostolos Sideris... 
Address: 12 Ath. Diakou str., Makriyanni, Athens; tel. (+30) 210 9237022. Free entrance. 

 
27 September 2012, 22h00  
Panayiotis Raptis invites Anamateur @ "Salt'in bocca" 

 
Anamateur meets an old friend from ancient times! The dexterous soprano and alto sax player 
will play along with Anamateur favourite standards and Anamateur's originals.  
Address: 1 Artemidos str. & Kyprou, Glyfada; tel. (+30) 210 8943580. Free entrance. 



5 October 2012, 19h00  
Anamateur & Pros feat. Tamuz Nissim @ World Jazz Festival at the Building of the "Greek 
Archaelogists' Society"  
 
PRESS RELEASE  
Anamateur presents the songs of his jazz drama "One 
doubt arose in the mind of a noble vigilante", several 
months after the successful Booze première. The 
program will also include songs that were not written 
back then, as "The secret of success of a Peace 
Conqueror", "Credo of an un-inspired avant-garde 
artist", besides by-now familiar tunes as "The chagrin of 
an untamed heart", "Lessons for aspiring nobili 
vigilanti", "So... my lover is a warrior! and he is 
wounded..." Anamateur will be accompanied by a 
dream jazz team: Tamuz Nissim (voc, p), Dimitris 
Pantelias (bsax), Periklis Trivolis (cb), Dimitris Klonis (dr)! 
 
(The following bands will appear after Anamateur & 
Pros: Unterwegs - Carousel - Harris Lambrakis Quartet - 
Masterz of the Stringz - Crazy People Music).  
 
Address: 134-136 Hermou str. Entrance: 10 euros, stud. 8 euros 

 

 
 
26 October 2012, 20h00  
Anamateur & Pros @ the "Festival of chrysanthemum" 

This new Athens festival is organized by "Glauka" cultural 
organization, in order to celebrate the "hidden" beauty of the city. It 
will take place to the beautiful Agias Irinis square, beginning on 
Tuesday the 23rd and ending on Friday the 26th (the day of St. 
Dimitri's fiesta) with Anamateur and Pros' concert. The Pros for the 
occasion will be Priamos Morakis (g), Manos Loutas (cb) and Sera 
Bellos (dr).  
Address: Agias Irinis square, Athens. Free spectacle. 

 

  



27 October 2012, 22h00  
Morakis-Trivolis-Anamateur @ "Orfeu Negro" 

Priamos Morakis (g) invites Anamateur and Periklis Trivolis (cb) in the cozy "underground" bar of 
Kerameikos!  
Address: 36 Paramythias and 49 Mykalis str., Kerameikos, Athens; tel: (+30) 6947 687495. 
Entrance: 5 euros. 

 
 
24 November 2012, 22h00  
Morakis-Trivolis-Anamateur @ "Orfeu Negro" 

Priamos Morakis (g) invites Anamateur and Periklis Trivolis (cb) in the cozy "underground" bar of 
Kerameikos!  
Address: 36 Paramythias and 49 Mykalis str., Kerameikos, Athens; tel: (+30) 6947 687495. 
Entrance: 5 euros. 

 

27 November 2012, 21h30  
Anamateur & Pros @ "Verve" 

Anamateur appears in the jazz joint of Solonos 
str. His accomplices for the occasion will be 
George Nazos (g) and Periklis Trivolis (cb).  
Address: 94 Solonos str., Athens; tel: (+30) 
6974 870056, (+30) 210 3645151. Free 
entrance. 

 
 

22 December 2012, 21h30  
Anamateur feat. Tamuz Nissim @ Psi Project - Pop up event 

A party organized by the team of elculture.gr in the week end 21-22 December. Many activities 
will take place in the 3 spaces of 340 Kifissias Avenue building, as happenings, laboratoires, 
animation projections, live radio broadcasting, bazaar of clothes and accessories, dj sets, 
installations, book crossing, homemade food market. The party will begin on Friday, round 
17h00 and it will end on Saturday night, with Anamateur and Tamuz's concert.  
Address: 340 Kifissias av., Psychiko. Free entrance. 

 



27 December 2012, 22h00  
Tamuz-Nazos-Anamateur @ "Pantos Kairou" café 

The amazing duo of Tamuz Nissim and George Nazos reunites with Anamateur for a festive 
performance at this cozy bar of Kypriadou district. 
Address: 17 Drosini str. (near Papadiamantis square), Ano Patisia, Athens; tel.: (+30) 210 
2286808. Free entrance. 

 
31 December 2012, 22h00  
Anamateur & Tamuz @ "Divani Apollon Palace & Spa" 

Anamateur and Tamuz welcome the new year singing and playing together, as special guests at 
the reveillon party of one of Greece's most luxurious hotels.  
Address: 10 Agiou Nikolaou str. & Iliou str., Vouliagmeni; tel: (+30) 210 8911100. Entrance: 60 
euros. 

 
 


